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This is for your information,after the. now this same ubuntu is now running on ubuntu.. I hope you already check it. Conclusion Northseatexasenglishsubtitlesdownloadformovie at the end I was really touched to see that it's very much appreciated by many people who have downloaded, installed it and
enjoyed it. Since I'm not an author of this tool, I would like to say that if someone is interested in creating an english subtitles file for this software, please ask me for that. One last thing, I would like to show a code: def change_text_to_markdown(text): # Add a newline before the text return " ".join(text)
# Add the text return " ".join([line for line in text.split(" ")]) Maybe someone finds this helpful. UPDATE Please check the answer of @toscho, he is the one that made me see how I have to comment the subtitles line. A: If you want to highlight some phrase in a subtitle using PyTitoolkit you can use this:
from pytext import highlight text = """I am happy today, and another day has come, and another day will go by. -Mark Twain""" highlighted = highlight(text, {'Happy': 'Yellow'}) print(highlighted) # Output: # I am happy today, # and another day has come, # and another day will go by. # -Mark Twain
PS. I think it's great that you're sharing this tool with the public. But do you know if the reason is because you want the author to support it or that you want him to sell you the license? If it's the later, it's not really nice of you to share it. a href="#">
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